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: Development of a full-length protein

database for chimeric Proteins

: This data will definitelY be

published once the entire project is

completed

: This database will be used to screen

for expression ofthese novel peptides

in Indian Patient tumor samPles

Overall Work Achieved -

l. collation of a backend, targeted peptide database for detection of full-length

chimeric peptides using Mass spectrometry (MS) datsets - From the previous -based

chimeric transcript detJction pipltine develtped by me earlier on the Seven Bridges

Genomics Cloud, we extracted Chimerascan-outputs and collated tlrese to derive around

5000 chimeric transcripts. Tlris is an addition to the sanctioned proposal of gencrating a



2.

4.

database from the 120 recurrent chimeric transcripts identified earlier' collation of these

outputs was perfbrmed and scripts coded and iested for extraction of the full-length

transcript sequences of not only all these 5000 transcripts but also all the known variants

of each chimeric transcript in ihe Ensemble Genome Browser' This vastly extended the

proposed work to 32,000 iull length transcripts all of which were extracted'

In silico translation - Another script was developed to generate all 6 putative reading

frame isoforms or ine proteins predicted from these 32000 transcripts' Further' these

1.96,000 protein r.qu"n.., were collated to generate a full-length backend database'

Further testing of the database using MS dataseti fo," itt validation was carried out towards

debugging of the database.

Development of an efficient pipeline for further analyses - The database was docked

onto the Seven Bridges G.nornic, Cloud that also provides access to the CP'|AC (a

publically available pioteomics resource for samples banked in the TCGA)' Prof' Fenyo

has developed a pipeline fbr quantitation of proteins in mass spectra, which I adapted for

detection of the novel chimeric as well as known proteins'

Downstream analyses to reconstruct the entire protein and quantify isoforms - The

entire efforts so far were effectively channelized to identify the novel proteins that are

possibly being expressed in ovarian cancer. This effort has led to the generation of a

much larger quantum of data than was initially proposed in the sanctioned project' I have

been min-ing this data at present to identify the isoforms of a few proteins' However'

extracting the data for all the expressed proteins is a huge task that will be soon completed

at NCCS.
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